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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis of Fang Ll for the Master of Science in Bectrical 
Engineering presented April 28, 1994 
Title: An Analysis of the linked-pulse in Steady-State Free Precession 
in MRI 
The steady-state free precession (SSFP) is one type of the fast 
scanning technique in MRI. So far most of its analysis are concentrated on 
the gradient echo SSFP (GR SSFP), very few paper~discuss the spin echo 
( 
SSFP (SE SSFP), and they are usually based on the simplified the hard pulse 
assumption. The advantage of the SE SSFP is that it can refocus the 
dephasing caused by the magnetic field inhomogeniety, which is the 
disadvantage of the GR SSFP. Also the hard pulse model can provide very 
limited information. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the soft pulse model for 
both GR SSFP and SE SSFP. By using the spinor method to describe the 
interaction between the RF pulse, magnetic field, and the spin's 
magnetization, we create the steady state equations of the GR SSFP and SE 
SSFP, and give their analytical solutions. 
Because the SE SSFP's mathematical model is very complicated, we 
introduce a new concept, the linked-pulse, to simplify the problem, and 
provide the valuable results. 
Based on both traditional hard pulse model and our soft pulse 
model, we did a series of simulations, and compared both results. First of all, 
the soft pulse model can provide the slice profile and gradient effects, 
which is impossible for the hard pulse model. Second, in both models, the 
signal intensities are all depended on the Tl/T2 ratio, which is the 
characterization of the SSFP image. Third, we also observed how the pulse 
shape and the flip angles affect the slice profile and the signal intensity. 
In conclusion, the soft pulse model can give more information 
than hard pulse model can, such as slice profile and gradient effects, etc., 
provide more aspects for analyzing the SSFP image. 
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Most discussions about steady-state free precession (SSFP) in MRI 
concentrate on the gradient echo pulse sequence. Its running time is short, 
its signal to noise is relatively high, and one can manipulate the gradient 
to get either free induced decay (FID) or echo or both. 
The idea of SSFP was first described by Card 1 l. Then Ernst and 
Anderson[2], and Freeman and mn[3] applied it in Fourier transform 
spectroscopy to enhance the signal sensitivity. For NMR imaging, 
Hinshaw[4] gave the mathematical description, and Gyngen[5] provided a 
proper signal intensity analysis. Meanwhile contributions by others[ 6 l 
have improved SSFP image quality. 
In gradient-echo SSFP, no matter what kind of signal you collect, 
FID, echo, or both, the gradient reversal is used to rephase the 
magnetization during the free precession. Unlike the refocusing RF pulse, 
gradient reversal refocuses the dephasing caused by the gradient, but can 
not refocus the dephasing caused by magnetic field inhomogeneity, which 
could cause serious distortion in the image. 
Patz, Wong, and Roos[?] proposed the spin-echo SSFP concept. In-
stead of using gradient reversal, a refocusing RF pulse is applied to refocus 
the dephasing caused by gradient and magnetic field inhomogeniety. They 
provide a hard pulse (pulse amplitude is constant) model and analysis that 
includes pulse sequence and image. They show how spin echo SSFP can 
dramatically improve the inhomogeniety distortion, although this method 
has lower signal-to-noise ratio as a trade off. 
2 
Throughout current literature, almost all analysis of SSFP, either 
gradient echo or spin echo, are based on the hard pulse model, which 
ignores the RF pulse time dependence. This paper establishes a soft pulse 
model (pulse amplitude varies with time), and our analysis based on this 
model is closer to the realistic applications. 
By comparing the simulations of the hard pulse model and the 
soft pulse model, the author finds the following results: 
<<i>> The soft pulse model can provide more information than the 
hard pulse model. For example, it can describe the signal's slice profile, and 
also can manipulate the magnetic gradient. 
<<ii>> Some conclusions from the soft pulse model are in good 
agreement with the conclusions of the hard pulse model. 
<<iii>> Some conclusions from soft pulse model correct for 
incompleteness of the hard pulse conclusions. 
This paper includes a further discussion of spin echo SSFP, while 
chapter four and chapter five describe the author's two contributions. 
<1> In chapter four, based on Patz's hard pulse model, we did a 
systematic simulation and reach two quantitative conclusions. The first is 
that the signal intensity of spin echo SSFP depends mainly on the T l/T2 
ratio, not on the absolute value of Tl or T2, and its maximum is less than 
20% of the maximum signal intensity one can achieve. This limitation 
indicates that spin echo SSFP has a much lower signal-to-noise ratio than 
gradient echo SSFP. Second, to get the maximum spin echo SSFP signal, two 
RF pulses must have the same amplitude value with reverse sign, and its 
power has to make flip angles bigger than 120°. 
<2> In chapter five, the author proposes the linked-pulse SSFP 
idea, which involves linking two pulses together. One pulse is for 
excitation, and the other is for refocusing, to create the spin echo. There 
3 
are two advantages to the linked-pulse method. One is that it make scan time 
a minimum for the spin echo pulse sequence; another is that after we get 
the spinor of this linked-pulse, the whole set of analysis methods of 
gradient echo SSFP could be applied in spin echo SSFP that tremendously 
simplifies the math complexity in spin echo SSFP. 
The soft pulse model is developed via spinor, and used to analyze 
several types of linked-pulses. The slice profile and signal intensity are 
calculated, and qualitative and quantitative analysis of linked-pulse SSFP 
are given. The results from simulation match well with the first conclusion 
of the last chapter. But the results are very different from the second 
conclusion of the last chapter: here the maximum signal comes from two 
identical RF pulses linked together, and if the flip angles are obtuse, the 
slice profiles are very poor. 
Using the soft pulse model to analyze SSFP is something that is not 
in the literature, even for the well studied gradient echo SSFP, although 
people know that it can be done. Thanks to Mathematica's strong symbolic 
calculation capability, the author has developed its complete formula 




MRI signals come from the interaction of a RF frequency 
magnetic field and the protons' spin. The magnetic field is well described 
by Maxwell equations; and the spin system can be described in different 
ways. For a single spin, since it is an atomic phenomenon, it follows a 
quantum mechanics description. But for a large ensemble of spins, a 
classical description can be used in some situations. In term of classical 
mechanics, the phenomenological Bloch equations provide a consistent 
description of the interaction between a RF magnetic field and a spin 
system, and that is the foundation of this paper. 
<1> Spin and Pauli-spin matrices 
In a classical description of rotation, the angular momentum of a 
particle about a fixed point is given by 
L = r x P, 
where r is the position vector, and P is linear momentum. 
In quantum mechanics, angular momentum is still available for 
describing rotation, but it is quantized. One of the consequences of 
quantization is that the components of r and P obey the following rules: 
[ ~' ~] = qj' 
r. ' f. ] = 0, 
1 J 
P., R] = 0. 
1 J 
5 
Applying these commutator relationships, one finds that the components of 
angular momentum Ix, Ly, and 1z can be written 
Lx = Y pz - ~ Py' 
Ly = ~ px - Sc pz' 
Lz = ~ Py - y Px. 
From these, we can get angular momentum commutation relations: 
[ 1x· 1yl = i1z. 
[ 1y' 1z] = i ix· 
[ 1z· Lxl = i 1y· 
At the atom level, particles not only have orbital angular 
momentum, but also have an intrinsic angular momentum I which does not 
depend on the spatial coordinates. This intrinsic angular momentum is 
called spin, and its commutation relations are similar to those for L: 
1x· ),l = i ~· 
\,· ~] = i~. 
[ ~· 1xl = i \,· 
(1) 
The spin angular momentum of a nucleus is quantized, and thus it can only 
take discrete values: 
I = [ I (1+1) ]112 ti, 
where I is the spin quantum number, which has half-integer values. 
The observable magnitudes of a given component of spin are 
expressed in terms of the magnetic quantum number m, e.g., 
I = m 11 z ' m = I, 1-1, 1-2, ... , -1. 
1 
Thus these are 21+1 values of Is, and i\m=±l. For example, the proton has 1=2· 
and m=i or m=-t. In a static magnetic field I\), the proton's spin will either 
parallel or anti-parallel to Bo depending on whether ~=~ or ~=-~. This 
two level system is the source of nuclear magnetic resonance. RF fields 
stimulate the lower level spin to the higher level, causing the emission 
resonance. 
The spin angular momentum can be defined in term of a set of 
spin angular momentum operators. If a proton spin system is described by 
the orthonormal wave functions la> and lb>, then the Ix, Iy, Iz operations 
behave as follows: 
1 
Ix la> = 2 lb>, 
Iy la> = t i lb>, 
1 
Iz la>= 2 lb>, 
1 
Ix lb>= 2 la>, 
Iy lb> = -ti la>, 
1 
Iz lb>= -2 la>. 
Transforming the above operations to a matrix representation, we get the 
Pauli-spin matrices: 
1 [ 0 1 ] 
Ix= 2 1 0 ' 1[0 -i] Iy = 2 i 0 ' 1 [ 1 0 ] Iz = 2 0 -1 . 
This matrix representation is very useful in many aspects. In this paper, 
we only use it to generalize the spin or representation mathematically. 
<2> From Schrodinger's equation to the Bloch equations 
6 
In most cases, MRI object can be considered as a system of isolated 
spins without any scalar, dipolar, or quadrapolar coupling. Thus it can be 
accurately described by the phenomenological Bloch equations. On the 
other hand, the behavior of nuclear spin in an applied magnetic field is 
governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. This means that we should be 
able to get the Bloch equations from Schrodinger's equation[ 8]. 
Using a quantum mechanical description, the spin magnetic 
momentum is µ, and the relationship between µ and spin angular moment 
operator I is 
µ=y1il. 
Because I obeys commutation relation ( 1 ), so µ has its own commutation 
relations: 
[µ , µ, ] = y2fi 2 [Ix ly] = iyfi µ, , x y • z 
[µ , µ, ] = y2fi2 [ly lz] = iytt µ, , y z • x (2) 
[µ , µ ] = r 2fi2 [lz Ix] = iyli µ, . z x • y 
Its expectation value is 
<µ>= Jw*µw. (3) 
The perturbation Hamiltonian of a spin in a magnetic field B is 
H = -µ·B. 
Plug H into the Schrodinger's equatio 
iii ~ = H 'V = (-µ·B) 'JI, 
a * 
-iii Tt = 'V* H = 'V* (-µ·B). 
From (3) and (4), we can get 
d<µ> ;·~. f * ~ 
at = at11"' + "' µat 
= i ~ Jw*<µ·B)µw-w*µ(µ·B)w 
1 
= i 11 < [(µ·B}, µ] >. 
If we write in component form 
a <J.lx> 1 
-at-= i 1i < [(µ·B), J.!xl > 
1 





= i fl < [~' ~] By + [~ • ~] Bz > 
11!i = i ti < -~ By + ~ Bz > 
= "(< µxB >x. 
In the same way we can get 
a<~> 
at = y< µxB > y' 
d<~> 
-a-t = y< µxB ::Z· 
Thus, the changing rate of the expectation value of µ is 
<1<µ> = y< µxB >. 
at 
If we define M = <µ>, then (6) can be written 
aM = 'Y MxB. 
at 
This is the Bloch equation without relaxation terms. The reason that 
(6) 
(7) 
relaxation terms don't show is because our Hamiltonian doesn't include 
relaxation factors. 
Now we will go back to the classical description for an ensemble 
of protons. If no outside magnetic field is present, each spin has a random 
direction, and the total magnetization is zero. If a magnetic field Bo is 
applied along the z direction, each spin aligns with the magnetic field 
direction, either parallel or anti-parallel to Bo, and the total net result can 
be referred to as a bulk magnetization vector Mo, see Fig. 1. The energy of 
spins which have lz=!n or lz=-tn are slightly different. If N1 and Nb are 
the number of the spins corresponding to these two energy levels, 




~E = exp( kT ). 
Since the spin distribution in the parallel and anti-parallel directions is 
different, the net Mo is not zero, although it's very small. See Fig. 1. 
z z 
Mo 
x y x y 
Fig.1 The net Mo Fig. 2 The flip M 
Now if we apply a RF pulse B t which has a direction within the 
x-y plane and is at resonance frequency, the Mo flip to M, see Fig. 2. 
9 
Meanwhile, the vector M will precess around the z axis. This precession can 
be described exactly by classical Larmor precession theory, and the Larmor 
precession frequency is 
co= -yBo. 
During the precession, there are two relaxation procedures that occur 
simultaneously. One is that magnetization the M tends to return to the 
10 
equilibrium state Mo. This is called longitudinal relaxation, and the 
relaxation time is TI. Another is that the precessing spins tend to lose their 
phase coherence, and magnetization in x-y plane gradually decay away. 
This is called transverse relaxation, and the relaxation time is T2. 
Phenomenologically adding relaxation terms to (7), we get the 
original Bloch equations[9], and it perfectly describes the above 
interaction of a magnetization M and a magnetic field B = Bo+ Bl· I ts 
formula in the laboratory frame is: 
dM(t) 
dt = 'Y M(t) x B(t) - T (M(t) - Mo), (8) 
where: 
M=ml [
_1 o OJ T2 I 
T= O T2 l . 
0 0 T1 
Assume oh is the RF pulse frequency: 




Fig. 3 RF pulse's magnetic field 
11 
As Fig. 3 shows, B 1 is equivalent to the sum of two rotating vectors. 
B1=B1[cos(°tf t) ex+sin(rorf t) ey]+B1[cos(-rorf t) ex+sin(-rorf t) ey]. 
Since the spin system only responds to the Larmor frequency rorf' it means 
that -rorf has very little effect, so we can assume 
B1=B1[cos(cq.f t) ex+sin(rorf t) ey]. 
For observing the response of a spin system to an RF pulse, it's convenient 
to calculate in a frame which rotates with the applied frequency. 
Define (ex, ey, ez) as the laboratory frame orthonomal base, and 
r r r . 
(ex, ey, ez) as the rotatmg frame orthonormal base. These frames are 
related by 
r r r 
(ex , ey , e z ) = (ex , ey , ez ) R ( t), 
[ 
co s ( ror f t ) 
R(t) = -sin(~rf t) 
s i n ( ror f t ) 
c o s ( ror f t ) 
0 
Within the rotating frame: 
M r(t) = R(t) M (t) 
B r(t) = R(t) B (t) = [ :!'4 f] 
Bo+y 
; ].
B 1 can be either time independent, which is called a hard pulse, or time 
dependent, which is called a soft pulse. The Bloch equations (8) is 
transformed to: 
dMr(t)=yMr(t) X er(t) -T [Mr(t) - Mo], 
in component form, the above equation is 
dMr Mr 
__ x = (Mr Br _ Mr Br) _ ~ 
d t 'Y y z .. '"'z y T2 ' 
12 
r r 
dMY r r r r My 
d t = 'Y ( Mz Bx - ~ Bz) - Tz ' (9) 
r r 
d Mz r r r r ( Mz - M 0 ) 
- = y (M B - M- B ) - ---dt x y --y x 
The Bloch equations (9) give an accurate but phenomenological 
description of the uncoupled nuclear spin magnetization M (t) in the 
presence of an applied magnetic field B (t). If Br is time independent, 
equation (9) is a set of first order linear differential equations, and it has 
an analytic solution. But in a real MRI pulse sequence, most RF pulses Br 
are time dependent, so equation (9) has no explicit analytic solution. One 
popular way to deal with this equation set is to split the whole RF pulse time 
period into many small pieces. Within each piece assume Br is constant, 
and then solve each piece consecutively. 
Note: From now on, all discussion are in the rotating frame, so 
the superscript r on B and M will be removed. 
<3> Rotation and relaxation 
To simplify the Bloch equations, one solves them within two 
different kinds of time periods. 
During the first kind of period, either an RF pulse or gradient or 
both are turned on, and since this period of time is very short compared to 
both relaxation times TI or T2, (TI ~ oo, T 2 ~ oo ), relaxation terms can be 
ignored. Therefore the Bloch equation (9) simplifies to: 
dMx dt = y ( My Bz - Mz By), 
dMy 
d t = y ( Mz Bx - Mx Bz), 
dMz dt=Y ( Mx By - My Bx). 
13 
In matrix form this is 
d [ M x ] [ 0 Bz - B y ] [ M x ] d My = y -Bz 0 Bx My . (10) 
t Mz By Bx 0 Mz 
If Bx, By, and Bz are time independent, which is a hard pulse, then the 
solution of equation (10) is just vector rotation. 
[ 
Mx(t) ] [ Mx(O) ] 
My(t) = A My(O) . 
Mz(t) Mz(O) 
(11) 
A is a 3X3 rotation matrix. We will talk more about A later. 
If Bx, By, abd Bz are time dependent, we can split the whole time 
into N small time segments. Within each segment, we assume Bx, By, and Bz 
are time independent, and have the rotation matrix Ai. Thus, the total 
rotation matrix is 
A = AN AN-1 ... Ai ... A 1 Ao. 
The solution has the same form as (11 ). 
Therefore during the first period, M keeps its amplitude, and just 
makes a rotation in terms of the RF pulse and gradient. The rotation which 
is in response to the RF causes the resonance; the rotation which is in 
responce to the gradient makes space encode. 
In the second kind of time period, there are no RF pulses or 
gradients, so Bx=By=O, but Bz:tO. Because RF has a certain bandwidth, only 
the center frequency equals -yB o, which is our rotating frame's rotation 
frequency, the proton excited by the center frequency of the RF can not 
feel Bz in the rotating frame, but the proton excited by the rest of the 
frequencies of the RF still can feel Bz. 
14 
In most of the pulse sequence, this time period is long enough to 
consider relaxation effects, and the equation (9) turns into: 
dMx Mx 
dt = y My Bz - T1 ' 
dMy My 
d t = -y Mx Bz - T2 , (12) 
dMz _ (Mz-Mo) 
dt - Tl 
here Bz is time-independent, so Eq. (12) is a linear differential equation set. 
Its solution is: 
Mx(t)=[Mx(O) cos(y Bz t)+My(O) sin(y Bz t)] exp[-;
2
]. 




Mz(t)=Mz(O) exp[-Tl] + Mo (1- exp[-Tt ]). 
From the above solution we can tell, during this period, that M precesses 
around z axis. Meanwhile, the transverse magnitude decreases, and that 
yields FID which becomes the signal source of MRI; and the longitudinal 
magnitude tends to recover to its initial value. 
Usually we call the first period "flip", and the second period is 
"precession and relaxation". 
<4> Eulerian angles and Cayley-Klein parameters[ 10 l 
For describing the trajectory of magnetization M rotation, we can 
borrow the mathematical method which is used to describe the motion of 
rigid bodies in Lagrangian mechanics. The Lagrangian motion equation 
requires three independent parameters specifying the orientation of a 
rigid body. These three parameters are called generalized coordinates. The 
most common and useful generalized coordinates are the Eulerian angles, 
15 
which are defined as three successive angles of rotation performed in a 
specific sequence. Fig. 4 illustrates the various stages of the sequence. 
~ 
~ 
:;: t Y/' 
..,.._ __ -11 y :J 
'X f, 
Fig. 4 The Eulerian angles 
In the first stage, the initial system of axes, xyz, is rotated by an 
angle 4> counterclockwise about the z axis, and resultant coordinate system 
will be labeled the ~Tl~ axes. This rotation can be described by the matrix 
At: 
Then ~ = A 1 x. 
[ 
coscp sincp 0 ] 
Al= -sin<t> coscp 0 . 
0 0 1 
In the second stage, the intermediate axes, ~Tl~ axes, are rotated 
about the ~ axis counterclockwise by an angle e to produce another 






si~e ] . 
cose 
16 
Then ~' = A 2 ~ . 
In the final stage, the ~'Tl'~, axes are rotated counterclockwise by 
an angle 'I' about the ~' axis to produce the desired x'y'z' system of axes. This 
rotation can be described by a matrix A3: 
[ 
cosw sinw O ] 
A3 = -sinw cosw O . 
0 0 1 
Then x' = A3 ~' . 
The Eulerian angles (<!>, 0, 'If) completely specify the orientation of 
the x'y'z' system relative to the xyz system, and therefore can act as three 
generalized coordinates. Suppose the matrix of complete transformation is 
A: 
A= A3 A2 At. 
Then x' = A x. Using A one can accurately express the rotation solution of 
the Bloch equations. We will see that in a later section. 
Besides the Eulerian angles, there is another group of variables 
that have been used to describe the orientation of a rigid body. It is called 
the Cayley-Klein parameters. The difference between the two sets of 
variables is that the Eulerian angles correspond to a 3x3 real matrix 
transformation in real space, while the Cayley-Klein parameters 
correspond to a 2x2 complex matrix transformation in complex space. The 
advantage of 2D transform is that it makes calculation much simpler in 
complicated rotation problems. 
Considering a general linear transform in two dimension 
complex space with axis u and v: 
[ u']-[a y][u] v' - ~ 8 v · 
where 
Q= [ ~ i ] . 
If we restrict this complex transformation to unitary and the determinant 
is + 1, from these two features 
we can get 
Q+Q=QQ+=l, 
* IQI IQI= 1. 
a a*+~~*= 1, 
r r* + o o* = 1 ' 
a* y + ~* 8 = 0, 
ao-~y=l. 
Solving the above equation group, we get 
y = -~*' 8 =a*, 
so 
Q=[ a -~* J 
~ a* . 
a, ~ are the Cayley-Klein parameters. 
For using Q to describe rotation, we have to define a matrix 
operator P in complex space 
[ 
z x-iy ] 
p = x+iy z ' 
here x, y ,z can be interpreted as coordinates of a point in a real 3D space. 
Every transformation A in 3D space such as 
x' =Ax, 
corresponds to one unitary complex transformation Q in 2D space such as 
17 
18 
P' = Q p Q+ (13) 
Pluging P and Q matrices in the above equation, and expanding it to 3D 
matrix form, we get a relationship between these two transformations: 
[ 
x'+iy' ] [ (a*)2 -~2 2a*~ ] [ x+iy ] 
x'-~y' = -(~*)2 a2 2a~* x-iy . (14) 
z -a*~* -a~ aa*-~~* z 
Finally we discuss the expression of a, ~· The relation between the 
elements of Q and the axes and the magnitudes of the corresponding 
rotation is expressed compactly in terms of Pauli spin matrices 
1 [ 0 1 ] 0 x =1 1 0 1 [ 0 -i ] 0 y = 2 i 0 1 [ 1 0 ] 0 z=2 0 -1 
The rotation through an angle cp about an axis given by a unit vector n is 
represented by the matrix 
[ a -~* J ~ Q= ~ a* = exp[-i (n·a) (2)] 
= 1 cos(i) - i (n·a) sin(i). 
From the above representation, the Cayley-Klein parameters for this 
rotation are: 
a = cos(~) - i nz sin(i"), 
~ = -i (nx + i ny) sin(i) , 
and a, ~ must satisfy the constraint 
a a*+~~*= 1. 
(15) 
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<5> Spinor solution of Bloch equation 
From the last section, we know that every real transformation 
expressed by equation (11) corresponds to a complex transformation 
expressed by equation (13)01],[12],[ 131. 
The spinor is the complex matrix 
Q=[ a. -~* J 
~ a.* ' 
where a., ~ are Cayley-Klein parameters. It's much easier to use Q to describe 
the rotation governed by the Bloch equations, especially for the time-
dependent RF's solution. But because of Q's unitarity, it only works well in 
the first kind of time period, pure rotation without relaxation. 
Generally in MRI, B is time dependent, but can be assumed as 
piece-wise time independent, within any jth piece-wise duration 't. The 
rotation parameters are: 
_I 2 2 2 
cpj = °lj 't = -y 't -\J Bxj+Byj+Bzj , 
n j = "f 't ( Bxj, Byj, Bzj) . 
I~ I 
The Cayley-Klein parameters for the jth interval are 
The jth spinor is 
<?. cp. 
aj = costf) - i nzj sin(f) , 
<?: 
bj = -i (nxj + i nyj) sin(f) . 
[
a· 




The total spinor produced by a soft pulse is 
[ a. -~* J ~ a.* = Qn Qn-1 ... Qj ···Qi. 
(16) 
(17) 
Due to the symmetry of spinors, the above matrix-matrix product can be 





an* J = [ an - b n ** J ... [ a j. - b·j** J ... [ ao bn an bJ a1 bo 
-bo * J 
ao * 
=[ an -bn** J ... [ aj. -b·j** ][ a~-1 
bn an bJ aJ PJ-1 
-~j-1 * J 
Uj-1* . 
Therefore, 
[ a~ -~j** ]=[ aj -bj** ][ a~-1 
~J aJ bj aj ~J-l 
-~j-1* J 
<lj-1 * . 
Calculating the first column only, we get 
[ a~]=[ aj -b( J[a~-1 ]. P1 bj aj P1-1 (18) 
Usually at the starting point of this time period, Bo = 0. Then cp 0 = 0, and 
from (17) 
[ ~~ ] = [ 6 ] . 
<6> Hahn spin echo[ 14] 
Right after the RF pulse, the transverse components of excited 
spin Mxy are in phase. Due to inhomoguenity, the spins precess with 
different frequencies, gradually losing their phase coherence, and 
creating free induction decay FID. Because FID happens immediately after 
the RF pulse, it is difficult to spatially encode the signal, so FID is hardly 
used for imaging. 
Hahn discovered that applying another RF pulse could reverse 
the dephasing, getting phase coherence back again. He named this phase 
20 
refocusing phenomenon as "spin echo". General spin echo is a complicated 
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phenomenon, here we only give two special cases to get a sense of spin 
echo. 
In the first case, let the first RF pulse make M flip I· and the 
second RF pulse make M flip 7t. Fig. 5 shows how the phase refocuses and 




Fig. 5 90° -180° spin echo 
In the second case, both RF pulse make M flip ~· Fig. 6 gives its vector 
model. 
When t ~ 't + tw 
then 
therefore 
M y(ro,t) = M0 sinro-c sinro(t--c) , 
Wo 
My(t) = Jg(ro) My(ro,t) dro , 
-roo 
Wo 
Jg(ro) dro = 1, 
-roo 
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M 0 sinro 0 (t-2't) sinro 0 t 




t ] · (19) 
From (19) the echo reaches its maximum at t=2t. 
r-~1 
t 
I ' I I I g(.6CllJ I 
E 
i 
I L I 




y' y' 'f' 
i! c ~ 
(D) (E) (F) 
y' y• y' 
H1 
Fig. 6 90°-90° spin echo 
Any two pulses can create an echo, more than two pulses can 
create more echoes, as well as stimulate echoes. In this paper we don't 
discuss multiple echoes. 
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<7> Mathematical description of a spin echo pulse sequence. 





Fig. 7 Spin echo pulse sequence 
The ~RF pulse and gradient Gz select the slice of the object, flip the M of 
that slice to the x-y plane. The gradient Gx and Gy spatially encode the 
signal which come from that slice, and the 1t pulse refocuses the phase and 
creates the spin echo. The receive coil picks up the echo, and they are 
reconstructed with 2D FFT to get the image. The mathematical description of 
above procedure is such: 
Slice selection. If the RF bandwidth is Li ro, then apply the RF and 
gradient Gz simultaneously. The spins only within 
Liro 
Liz= yGz 
are excited, the resonance emission only occur in this slice. 
Spatial encode. Given a point (x,y) in that slice, the signal from 
this point has the frequency ro and phase <P 
x y 
(J) x = y Ci x, 
<I> y = y q, y ty = y ( n ~) y ty. 
Here ty is a phase encoding time constant, n is an integer, ~ is a unit of 
Gy. Considering relaxation and proton intensity, the weighting function 
for each point is 
w(x,y) = n(x,y) exp[-TE/T2] (1- Exp[-TR/T 1 ]), 
and the signal from (x,y) can be expressed as 
s (t,n) = w(x,y) exp[ i (ro t + <R )] . xy x y 
The whole slice signal is 
S(t,n) = L L w(x,y) exp[ i (rox t + <l>y)] 
x y 
=LL w(x,y) exp[ i (yGxx t + y (n ~) y \)] . 
x y 
Let ~ = yGx t and y = y~ ( n ty). Then the raw data is 
S(tx ,t) = L 2: w(x,y) exp[ i (X ~ + y y)]. 
y x y 
Reconstruction of the raw data with 20 Fourier transform 
S(x',y') = J J S ( tx ,t ) exp[-i (x ~ + y y>J dtxdty 
tx ty Y 
= LL w(x,y) 27t o(x'-x) o(y'-y). 
x y 
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We get the image S(x',y'). Here w(x,y) gives every point (x,y) weight in the 
spectrum, creating the image contrast. 
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<8> Gradient echo and steady state free precession 
Instead of using another RF pulse to refocus the phase, a reversed 
gradient can get phase refocus too. That is the idea of the gradient echo 
pulse sequence. A normal gradient echo pulse sequence, as well as how its 











Fig. 8 Gradient echo pulse sequence 
I I I 
t 
Fig. 9 SSFP pulse sequence 
/ 
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Carr discovered that using a train of RF pulses, as Fig. 9, to collect 
the gradient echo, when the interval 't << T2,Tl, there exists a special 
dynamic equlibrium of magnetization. He called it "steady state free 
precession", SSFP. The mathematical description of SSFP is as follows[ 6]: 
Assume Et=exp[-t/T1], E2=exp[-'t/T2], according to Fig. 9: 
From t- ~ 4, suppose B 1 along x, then 
[ 
Mx(t+) ] [ 1 0 0 ] [ M x(L) ] 
My(t+) = 0 c~se sine My(t-) . (20) 
Mz(t+) 0 -srne cose Mz(t_) 
From t+ ~ 4 + 't, the longitudinal magnetization is 
Mz(t+) =Mo (1- exp[-t+/T1]), 
Mz(t++'t) =Mo (1- exp[-(t++'t)/T1) 
= Mz(t+) Et +Mo (1-EJ), 
and the transverse magnetization is 
[ Mx(t++'t) J [ cosw sinw ] [ Mx(t+) J My(t++'t) =E2 -sinw cosw My(t+) · 
So the total magnetization is 
[ 
Mx(t++'t) ]{ E2 COS'V E2 sinw 0 ] [ Mx(t+) ] [ 0 ] 
My(t++t) -E2 sinw E1cosw O My(t+) +Mo O (21) 
Mz(t++t) 0 0 Et My(t+) 1-Et 
Plugging the steady state condition: 
M (t++t) = M (L) 
into (20) and (21 ), we get 
[
Mx(t+)]{ E2COS\jl E2sinw 0 ][Mx(t+)] { 0 ] 
M y(t+) -E2cosesinw E2cos8cos\jl E 1 sine M y(t+) +M (1-E 1 )sine . 
My(t+) E2sinesinw -E2sin8cosw E1cos8 My(t+) (1-E1)cose 
The above is a non-selective pulse SSFP equation. Its solution is 
Mx(t+) = Mo(l-EI) (E2 sine simv)/D, 
My(t+) = Mo(l-EI) [(1-E2cos'1') sinS]/D, 
Mz(t+) = Mo(l-EI) [E2(E2-cos'1')+(1-E2cos'1') cosS]/D, 
D = (1-E 1cosS)(l-E2cos'1')-(E1-cosS)(E2-cos'1')E2, 
and the transverse magnetization Mx y (t+) is proportional to the signal 
intensity. 
According to the above solution, Mxy(t+) is periodic in "'' and its 
27 
period is 27t, and when 'I' = (2n+ l)7t, Mxy(t+) get maximum. The follow simple 
vector model can give a rough idea how SSFP works and where the period 
comes from, see Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10 SSFP dynamic equilibrium 
From the above sketch we can see, when 
~My('t) = -~Mz(t), 
y 
r'',,J ~ x 
TlhCE O+ ~ "t'_ 
the dynamic equalibrium between transverse and longitudinal 
magnetization creates SSFP. Meanwhile its transverse magnetization has 
period 27t in 'I', and reaches the maximum when 'I' = (2n+1)7t. 
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Generally, if b is the magnetic field of gradient or 
inhomogeniety 
'lf="fb't. 
Since Mxy is the period function of 'If, Mxy could oscillate in 't. In addition, 
if the linear gradient G is turned on during time period T, then 
'V = 'Y G r T. 
This means Mxy is also a periodic function of the spatial position r along 
the gradient direction. A spatial wavelength J.. is defined such that, when 
r=J.. then 'V = 2 7t, 
J..=~ 
'Y G T · 
The time oscillation period and spatial period of Mx y are special features of 
SSFP, and one needs to pay special attention during pulse sequence design. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
<1> Gradient echo SSFP and spin echo SSFP 
SSFP is special dynamic equilibrium, it only happens when TR<<T2 
(TR~ 1 OT2). There are two ways to pick up the SSFP signal, one uses gradient 
reversal to refocus the dephased transverse magnetization. It's called 
gradient echo SSFP. Another uses a second RF pulse to do the refocusing, it's 
called spin echo SSFP. 
As we know, the gradient reversal can only refocus the 
dephasing caused by the gradient. It can not refocus the dephasing caused 
by magnetic field inhomogeniety. So if inhomogeniety is high, the signal 
we pick up will have serious distortion. With the spin echo approach, the 
second RF pulse can refocus the dephasing caused by both the gradient and 
inhomogeniety. That allows us to get the image without inhomogeneous 
distortion. Compare Image 1 and Image 2 which are shown in Patz's 
paper[71. The Image 1 is the gradient echo image with severe distortion, 
Image 2 is the spin echo image with almost no inhomogeneous distortion. 
This paper provides a great deal of detailed analysis about spin 
echo SSFP which is discussed very little in the literature. 
<2> Hard pulse model and soft pulse model 
The hard pulse is an ideal simplification. It assumes that the RF 
pulse has constant amplitude. It just makes the magnetization vector rotate 
a certain angle e. With a hard pulse, the Bloch equations is a group of 
constant coefficient linear differential equations. 
The soft pulse fit a more real situation. It has time-dependent 
waveforms, that make the Bloch equations become a varied coefficient 
differential equation system which has no analytical solution. 
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As far as SSFP analysis, almost all the literature deals with the 
hard pulse model, even with the gradient echo SSFP which is much simpler 
than spin echo SSFP, from a mathematical point of view. In this paper, the 
author develops a soft pulse model, and gives the solutions on both gradient 
echo and spin echo SSFP. A C program has been written to simulate the spin 
echo SSFP. 
<3> Linked-pulse and spinor 
The reasons we can actually analyze spin echo SSFP are because 
of two things. One is that the author provides a linked-pulse concept, see 
(chapter V, <1> ), which dramatically simplifies the spin echo mathematical 
model, making it almost as simple as the gradient echo method. 
Another reason is that using the spinor description (see chapter 
II, <4> ), dramatically reduces the computing complication by scaling down 
from 3X3 matrices to 2X2 matrices. 
These two factors are the key to making it possible to analyze 
SSFP with soft pulse. 
<4> Comparison 
This paper did a great deal of simulation based on either the hard 
pulse model (chapter VI), or the soft pulse model (chapter V). It's quite 
obvious that the soft pulse model can provide more information, and its 
conclusions are more close to reality. We will unfold our detailed 
Image 1 CR SSFP Image 2 SE SSFP 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE HARD PULSE MODEL OF SE SSFP 
In order to analyze the linked-pulse, first of all we use the 
simpler non-selective pulse model to simulate the spin echo of SSFP, and to 
optimize the flip angles in terms of Tl, T2, and the time interval 't. 
Meanwhile from the simulation we get an important conclusion. The 
maximum transverse magnetization in spin echo SSFP, as well as optimized 
flip angles, are pretty much determined by the ratio of TI /T2. Meanwhile 
the results give some constraints for the linked pulse which we will discuss 
in next chapter. 
ol. ~ o( 
RF 
t t t 
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Fig. 11 Spin echo SSFP sequence 
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<1> Hard pulse model of spin echo SSFP 
The pulse sequence shown in Fig. 11 can be expressed as (a-'t- ~-
't-echo_center-'t), one unit period in pulse train. 
We assume the duration of the RF pulses are short compared to Tl 
and T2. The RF field B 1 along the x-axis of the rotating frame is very long 
compared to the Bz caused by gradient or inhomogeniety, so that the off 
resonance effects can be ignored. This means that each RF pulse 
corresponds to a simple precession of magnetization vector about x-axis, 
which can be described by a rotation matrix 




si~e ] . 
cose 
From (18) we can see that during the relaxation period, the precession of 
the magnetization vector about the z-axis, combined with relaxation, can be 
described by two matrices 
[ 
E2cos'V E2simv O ] 
Rz('V) = -E2sin'V E2COS'V 0 , 
0 0 Et 
[ 
0 ] C= 0 , 
MoO-Et) 
here Et = exp(-'tffl), Ez = exp(-'t/T2). 
Suppose TR=3't << min(Tl,T2), so steady state free precession 
occurs. We consider the unit period cycle is (0 -7 1 -7 2 -7 0), 
0 -7 1: 
M(L) = Rz('V3) M(O) + C, 
MO+)= Rx(a) M(L), 
1 --7 2: 
2 --7 0: 
M(2_) = Rz(WI) M(l+) + C, 
M(2+) =Rx(~) M(2-), 
M(O) = Rz('lf2) M(2+) + C. 
Put them together: 
M(O) = Rz(W2) Rx(~) [ Rz(WI) Rx(a) [ Rz(W3) M(O) + C] + C] + C. (22) 
Within one unit period 
t 
"'1 = y I b I dt 
0 
t 





Assuming the above three integrals are equal is reasonable. Therefore, 
'VI = 'V2 = 'V3 = 'V· 
so (22) turns into: 
M(O) = Rz('lf) Rx(~) [ Rz('lf) Rx(a) [ Rz('V) M(O) + C] + C] + C, (2 3) 
here 
M=[S~ l 
Our discussion focuses on the transverse plane, so for 
convenience, we define Mxy = Mx + iMy as the transverse magnetization. 
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Using the software package Mathematica to analytically solve equation (23) 
we get 
iMoO-E I )E2 -iw -2iw iw 2iw 
Mxy - 20 [At e +A2 e -A3-A4 e -A5 e -A6], (24) 
where 
At = 2(1+ficosa+Eicosa)sin~, 
A2 = ~O+Ei+Ei)(l+cos~)sina, 
A3 = ~0+£i-Ei)(l-cos~)sina., 
At= 2~(cos~+f1cos~+Ei)sina., 
As=~ ( 1 +f1+Ei)(1 +cosa.)sin~, 
A6 = ~ ( 1-Ei-Ei)( 1-cosa.)sin~, 
3 6 3 
D = (1-E 1 cosa.cos~)-E2(Ei-cosa.cos~)+ 
[Ei ~ <Ei-Ei)sinasin~-t~( 1-E~ )( 1-cosa.)( 1-cos~) ]COS'f'+ 
E1~ ( 1-£i~)sina.sin~cos2'f'-
1 3 3 
2f.2(1-E 1)(1 +cosa.)(1 +cos~)cos3'f'. 
Due to gradient or inhomogeniety, the precession angle 'V could 
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have a certain distribution g('f' ). If the inhomogeniety is small enough, we 
can assume this distribution is uniform g('f' )= 1. Then the average transvere 
magnetization M~y is: 
1t 1t 
a 1 J 1 J Mxy= 21t g('f')Mxy('f')d'f' = 21t Mxy('f')d'f' 
-1t -1t 
1t 
iMo0-Et)E2 J<A 1-A4)cos'f'+(A2-A5)cos2'f'-A3-A6 
- 41t D d'f'. (25) 
-1t 
The M~y corresponds to the spin echo intensity which is created by two 
non-selective RF pulses. Because only the imaginary part is left, the over 
all effect of magnetization is along the y axis. 
<2> Simulation and optimizaiton 
Equation (25) is the formula we use to calculate spin echo 
transverse magnetization, which is proportional to the signal intensity. 
Spin echo SSFP signal intensity has a complicated relation with time 
interval, relaxation T 1 and T2, and flip angles, and it's difficult to get 
analytical solutions. Here we use Mathematica to calculate (25) 
numerically. The Mathematica commands script is below: 
(-------------------------Mathematica------------------------) 
A1=2 (l+El Cos[sl]+E1"2 Cos[sl]) Sin[s2] 
A2=E2 (l+El+E1"2) (l+Cos[s2]) Sin[sl] 
A3=E2 (l+El-E1"2) (1-Cos[s2]) Sin[sl] 
A4=2 E2"4 (Cos[s2]+El Cos[s2]+El"2) Sin[sl] 
A5=E2"3 (l+El+El"2) (l+Cos[sl]) Sin[s2] 
A6=E2"3 (l-El-El"2) (1-Cos[s 1]) Sin[s2] 
Di=(l-E I "3 Cos[s 1] Cos[s2])-E2"6 (E 1"3-Cos[s1] Cos[s2])+ 
(E 1 E2 (E 1-E2"4)Sin[s I ]Sin[s2]-0.5E2"3(1-E 1 "3)(1-Cos[s I])( l-
Cos[s2]))Cos[f]+El E2"2 (1-El E2"2) Sin[sl] Sin[s2] Cos[2 f]-
0.5 E2"3 (1-E1"3) (l+Cos[sl]) (l+Cos[s2]) Cos[3 f] 
E l=Exp[-t/Tl] 
E2=Exp[-t/T2] 
into=((Al-A4) Cos[f]+(A2-A5) Cos[2 f] -A3-A6)/Di 




For[k=l,k<=5,k++, Tl=***;T2=***;Print["Tl ,T2=" ,Tl]; 
For[j=l,j<=l8,j++,sl=j u; Print["sl=",j]; 




Here we give some of the simulation results to demonstrate the 
conclusions we get. Basically, the following figures show the relation 
between transverse magnetization Mxy and flip angles. In each chart, the 
most light line represent the 1st flip angle (fp 1) is 10°, the most black line 
represent the fp 1 of 180°. The step is 10°. Because the outcome of fp 1 from 
10° to 180° are symmetric to the outcome of fp 1 from -10° to -180°, we just 
show the results of fp 1 from 10° to 180°, and fp2 from -180° to 180°. 
(a) Case one, Tl = T2, 't = 5ms 
(i) Tl=T2=50ms, Fig. 12 shows how Mxy vary in term of fpl and 
fp2. From calculation, when fpl=l20°, fp2=-130°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.206562, Fig. 12 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fpl=l20°. 
(ii) Tl =T2= 1 OOms, Fig. 13 shows how Mxy vary in term of fp 1 
and fp2. From calculation, when fpl=120°, fp2=-130°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.200216, Fig. 13 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=120°. 
(iii) Tl=T2=150ms, Fig. 14 shows how Mxy vary in term of fpl 
and fp2. From calculation, when fpl=l20°, fp2=-120°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.196362, Fig. 14 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=120°. 
(iv) Tl=T2=200ms, Fig. 15 shows how Mxy vary in term of fpl 
and fp2. From calculation, when fp1=120°, fp2=-120°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.196492, Fig. 15 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=120°. 
(v) Tl=T2=1000ms, Fig. 16 shows how Mxy vary in term of fpl and 
fp2. From calculation, when fp1=120°, fp2=-120°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.196653, Fig. 16 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fpl=l20°. 
Fig.12 to Fig.16 are almost identical, except a slight difference 
around maximum value area. This means as long as Tl/T2=1, the signal 
intensity are almost the same. It doesn't matter how big Tl or T2 are. 
(b) Case two, T1=2 T2, t = 5ms 
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(i) Tl=100ms,T2=50ms, Fig. 17 shows how Mxy vary in term of fpl 
and fp2. From calculation, when fpl=l30°, fp2=-140°, Mxy reach maximum, 
Mxy=-0.132061, Fig. 17 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=130°. 
(ii) T1=200ms,T2=100ms, Fig. 18 shows how Mxy vary in term of 
fpl and fp2. From calculation, when fpl=130°, fp2=-140°, Mxy reach 
maximum, Mxy=-0.128728, Fig. 18 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=130°. 
(iii) T1=300ms,T2=150ms, Fig. 19 shows how Mxy vary in term of 
fp 1 and fp2. From calculation, when fp 1= 130°, fp2=-130°, Mxy reach 
maximum, Mxy=-0.127996, Fig. 19 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fpl=l30°. 
(iv) T1=400ms,T2=200ms, Fig. 20 shows how Mxy vary in term of 
fpl and fp2. From calculation, when fp1=130°, fp2=-130°, Mxy reach 
maximum, Mxy=-0.128446, Fig. 20 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=130°. 
Fig. 17 to Fig. 20 are also almost identical, but Tl/T2=2. Their 
signal are obviously smaller than for case one. 
(c) Case three, for brain white matter, T1=790, T2=92 , varying t. 
(i) t = 3ms, Fig. 21 shows when fp1=160° and fp2=-160°, Mxy reach 
maximum, Mxy= -0.0518781, Fig. 21 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=160°. 
(ii) t = 5ms, Fig. 22 shows when fpl=l60° and fp2=-160°, Mxy reach 
maximum, Mxy= -0.0506617, Fig. 22 also shows Mxy vs fp2 when fp1=160°. 
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Table 1 Tl/T2 ratio effects on signal and flip angles 
T1 T2 't' max Mxv fo1 fo2 
50 50 5 -0.206562 120 -130 
100 100 5 -0.200216 120 -130 
150 150 5 -0.196362 120 -120 
200 200 5 -0.196492 120 -120 
500 500 5 -0.196633 120 -120 
1000 1000 5 -0.196653 120 -120 
1500 1500 5 -0.196657 120 -120 
2000 2000 5 -0.196658 120 -120 
100 50 5 -0.132061 130 -140 
200 100 5 -0.128728 130 -14 0 
300 150 5 -0.127996 130 -130 
400 200 5 -0.128466 130 -130 
500 250 5 -0.128742 130 -130 
Table 2 Tl/T2 ratio effects on signal and flip angles 
T1/T2 T1 T2 maxMxv fp 1 fp2 
1 200 200 -0.196492 120 -120 
2 400 200 -0.128466 130 -130 
3 600 200 -0.0984312 140 -140 
4 800 200 -0.0817259 150 -150 
5 1000 200 -0.0714329 150 -150 
6 1200 200 -0.0634752 150 -150 
7 1400 200 -0.0582972 160 -160 
a 1600 200 -0.0543683 160 -160 
9 1800 200 -0.0509491 160 -160 
10 2000 200 -0.047944 160 -160 
11 2200 200 -0.0452805 160 -160 
1 2 2400 200 -0.0429024 160 -160 
Table 3 Relation of Tl/T2, flip angle, and interval -
Tissue T1 T2 't' max Mxv fp1 fp2 
white matter 790 92 3 -0.0518781 160 -160 
white matter 790 92 5 -0.0506617 160 -160 
white matter 790 92 7 -0.0513021 150 -160 
qray mat1er 920 101 3 -0.0503471 160 -160 
gray matter 920 101 5 -0.0492743 160 -160 
qrav matter 920 101 7 -0.0490733 150 -160 
liver 490 43 3 -0.0436163 160 -170 
spleen 780 62 3 -0.0405982 160 -160 
fat 260 84 3 -0.0957585 140 -140 
5~ 
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Fig. 23 Tl/T2 ratio effect on signal for hard pulse 
Again Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 are also quite similar. It means that in 
SSFP a slight change an interval doesn't affect the signal much. 
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The above just gives some special cases to show the pattern of 
Mxy varying in terms of flip angles. To optimize the results, we pick up 
every maximum Mxy, as well as the corresponding Tl, T2, fpl, and fp2, and 
create Table 1 , Table 2, and Table 3. From these three tables we get some 
interesting conclusions. 
<3> Data analysis 
The condition that the spin system becomes steady-state free 
precession is: 
min(Tl,T2)»TR, or precisely min(Tl,T2)~10 TR. (26) 
Here in spin echo SSFP, TR=3t, throughout all simulation. We can obviously 
see when (26) condition is met, the spin system is in steady state. 
The three tables extracted from the simulation in the last section 
give us some interesting conclusions. In Table 1, 't=5ms, TR= 15ms. For the 
first group which is Tl=T2, when min(Tl,T2)~TR=l50, the maximum Mxy are 
almost a constant, and fpl=-fp2=120°, no matter how big Tl and T2 are. For 
the second group which is Tl=2T2, when min(Tl,T2)~150 the maximum Mxy 
are almost constant too, but its value is obviously smaller than the first 
group's, and the flip angles are increased, fp 1=-fp2= 130°. From Table I, 
seems that the absolute value of Tl or T2 have no effect on maximum Mxy 
value. Only Tl/T2 ratio has a serious effect on the SSFP maximum signal 
intensity. 
The results in Table 2 well verify this conclusion, where 't= 5 ms, 
TR=l5ms, min(Tl,T2)=200, guarantee to meet the SSFP condition. It clearly 
shows that when the Tl/T2 ratio is increased from one to twelve, the 
maximum Mxy are dramatically decreased, see Fig. 23. Meanwhile flip 
angles need to be increased, but still keep the 
fpl=-fp2 relation. 
According to Table 2, in spin echo SSFP, the maximum 
Mxy~20%Mo. The biggest value is close to 0.2Mo, and happens when 
Tl/T2= 1. This means that the signal intensity is less than 20% of the best 
signal intensity we can get by some other means. Meanwhile, to achieve 
maximum Mxy, requires fp 1=-fp2~120°, so the smallest flip angle you can 
choose is 120°, when Tl/T2=1. 
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In Table 3 we plug some human tissue parameters in the 
simulation. The results are well matched with the theory. For brain white 
matter, Tl/T2=790/92==8.6, its max Mxy is right between the values in Table 2 
where Tl/T2=8 and Tl/T2=9, with the same flip angles. For gray matter, 
Tl /T2=920/ 10 I ==9.2, its max Mxy is very close to the value in Table 2 where 
Tl/T2=9, with the same flip angles. The last three lines, the liver 
Tl/T2=490/43=::11.4; spleen Tl/T2=780/62== 12.6; fat Tl/T2=260/84==3, even 
though their T2<10TR, system are not exactly SSFP. Still the max Mxy and 
flip angles are very close to the corresponding values in Table2. 
Another observation is Table 3, compared to the Tl/T2 factor, 
changing t almost has no effect on max Mxy. This is true only when t has 
small change, so TR=Jt still well below min(Tl,T2). 
In all three tables, most lines fpl=-fp2. Wherever fpl and fp2 have a slight 
difference, there SSFP condition (26) are not met. 
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After all in spin echo SSFP, the dominant factor affecting signal 
intensity is the Tl/T2 ratio. When Tl/T2 goes up, the signal intensity goes 
down, meanwhile requiring the flip angles to go up and fpl=-fp2, and they 
are obtuse angle. 
The conclusion of this chapter is based on the hard pulse model. 
It may or may not match the soft pulse model's conclusions, and we will 
discuss that in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF LINKED-PULSE WITH SOFT PULSE MODEL 
In this chapter, first of all, we give the linked-pulse's 
description. its flip angle ratio, and its spinor. Secondly a complete soft 
pulse model is developed to analyze SSFP, either gradient echo or linked-
pulse spin echo. Finally we use this model to calculate the linked-pulse slice 
profile and intensity. We compare the soft pulse model and hard pulse 
model, show their similarity and difference, as well as the advantage of the 
soft pulse model. 
<1> Linked-pulse and its spinor 
The reason we introduce the linked-pulse concept is to simplify 
the spin echo SSFP's formula development and to make its analytical 
solution becoming possible. 
According to the conclusions of the last chapter, to achieve 
maximum spin echo SSFP signal, two pulses ought to have the same shape, 
either non-phase-cycled or phase cycled. 
Generally, any two pulses connected together can be called 
linked pusle, but here we give linked-pulse a special meaning. Its 
definition is that any two sine pulses, or modulated sine pulses, or 
asymmetric sine pulses directly connect together, as shown in Fig. 24 and 
Fig. 25; or indirectly connect together via slice selective gradient, as shown 
in Fig. 28. The Fig.24 and Fig. 25 show eight linked-pulses, four phase-
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Fig. 25 Linked-pulses with no~-cycled-phases 
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cycled, four non-phase-cycled. But most of our later simulations will be 
based on the indirect linked-pulses. 
First, let's define the linked-pulse flip angle ratio. Assume the 
magnetic field of the linked-pulse is b[i], i=O,l, ... ,n. It causes magnetization 
M rotation angle: 
n 
e =Levi = < r ~t Ib[iJ ) k. 
i=O i=O 
Here e is the total flip angle, ~ is each piece-wise of the magnetic field b[i] 
that causes the flip angle during each piece-wise period L\ t. 
When e = 1° = 0.01745, then 
fp_ratio = k = e 
n 
'Y ~ t l:b[i] 
i=O 
The fp_ratio is called the flip angle ratio. Usually M = 10- 5 s, and for protons 





The usage of fp_ratio is to adjust the pulse's amplitude to get a 
certain magnetization flip angle. For example, if we need a RF pulse to 
make M flip 30°, then its magnetic field should be 
b 1 = 30 fp_ratio b[i] , i=0,1, ... ,n. 
For every linked-pulse b 1 [i], i=O, 1, ... ,n, we can calculate its spinor 
(a,~). Suppose bl [i] is along the x axis. Then from Eq. (16) in chapter two; 
<pi = -y M '1 bJ [iJ2+b/ , 




Plugging (27) into (17) and (18) in chapter two, we can get the linked-
pulse's spinor (a(z).~(z)). In the next section, we base on this (a.~) to build 
our soft pulse SSFP model. 
<2> Soft pulse SSFP model 
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In this section we establish the general soft pulse SSFP model, and 
give the solutions for gradient echo and linked-pulse spin echo separately. 
Suppose one cycle of the pulse sequence is as in Fig. 26. During 
0-H period, the RF is on, and relaxation is ignored compared to the RF 




Fig. 26 The pulse period 
Instead of using a simplified hard pulse to describe the RF pulse, 
in this section we use a spinor to describe the rotation caused by the time 
dependent RF pulse in certain gradient magnetic fields. According to the 
last section and Eq. (14) in chapter two, this rotation can be described by 
matrix A as below: 
[ 
(a*)2 -p2 2a*p ] 
A= -CP*)2 a 2 2aP* , 
-a*p* -ap aa*-P~* 
where a=a+ib, and ~=c+id. 









0 ] Ro= 0 
MoO-E1) , 
:~]. 
where EI = exp[-T!fl], E2 = exp[-T!f2], and 
[ 
Mxy(t) ] 
M(t) = M * xy(t) . 
Mz(t) 
During the period O~ t : 
M(t) = A M(O). 
During the period t ~ t+ T : 
(28) 
M(T) = R M(t) +Ro. (29) 
Plugging in the steady state condition M(T) = M(O) to (28) and (29) 
M(t) =AR M(t) +A Ro. 
Therefore, the steady state equation is 
(A R - I) M(t) = -A Ro. (30) 
Equation (30) is a 3X3 linear equation system. Its solution is 
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Mxy(t) = -i'I' i'I' ' 
r 0 + rl e + r2 e 
so+ s e-i'I' I O 
where 
so =lb + i ~· s1=t;+ivi, 
r 0 is real, r I = g + i f, 2 = g - i f, 
and further 
u 0 = -2acMo-2bdMo+(2ac+2bd)MoE1, 
v 0 = 2bcMo-2adMo-(2bc-2ad)MoE 1. 
3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 
u 1 = 2(a c+ab c+ac -a bd-b d-bc d+acd -bd )MoE2 + 
3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 
2(-a c-ab c-ac +a od+b d+bc d-acd +bd )MoE1E2, 
2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 
v 1 = 2(aoc+b c+bc +a d+ab d+ac d+bcd +ad )MoE2 + 
2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 
2(-aoc-b c-bc -a d-ab d-ac d-bcd -ad )MoE1E2, 
2 2 2 2 4 22 4 4 22 4 2 
r 0 = -1 +(a + b - c -d ) E I + ( -a -2 a b - b + c + 2 c d + d ) E 2 + 
6 42 24 6 42 222 42 
(a+3a b +3ao +b +3a c +6a b c +3b c + 
24 24 6 42 222 42 
3a c +3b c +c +3a d +6a b d +3b d + 
222 222 42 24 24 
6a c d +6b c d +3c d +3a d +3b d + 
2 4 6 2 
3c d +d )E1E 2, 
2 2 4 4 22 22 22 22 
g =(a -b )E2+(-a +b -a c +b c -a d +b d )E1E2. 
3 3 2 2 
f = 2abE2+2(-a b-ab -abc -abd ) . 
The equation (31) gives the single frequency transverse 
magnetization after the RF pulse. Now we discuss the average Mxy 
separately in terms of the gradient echo and spin echo. Assume the 
(31) 
magnetic field is homogeneous, and the precession distribution is g('lf )=I. 
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<<i>> Gradient echo 
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Fig. 27 The single pulse period 
If (ex,~) represents a single pulse as is Fig. 27, the system becomes gradient 
echo SSFP, then we can calculate FID 
1t 1t 




( s0 + sI cos 'V) + i ( - sI sin 'V) 
( r 0 + r I cos 'I' + r2 cos 'V ) + i ( - r I sin 'V + r2 sin 'V) 
pt + iqI 
= 
P2 + iq2 
here 
p I = !(} + 8t COS'V, q I = -si sin'V, 
p 2 = U + r1 COS'lf + 1i COS'lf, q 2 = -r1 sin'V + 1i sin'I'. 
Therefore, 
Pi P 2 + q 1 q 2 + i ( P2 q 1 - P 1 q 2 ) 
Mxy - 2 2 
p 2 + q 2 
Because 12 q1 - Pi '2 is an odd function, its integral is zero, so 
1t 
1 f P1 Mxy=21t - P2 + ql q2 2 2 d\jl. 
P2 + q2 
-1t 
Since 
Pt P2+ql q2=(~ + 8i COS\jl)(JQ + rl COS\jl + 2 COS\jl) + 
(-s1 sin\jl){-r1 sin\jl+2 sin\jl) 
=(tJo+ivo+U1COS\jl+iv1 COS\jl)(1Q+2g COS\jl) + 
(-u1 sin\jl-iv1 sin\jl)(-i 2f simv) 
= [('b+u1 COS\jl)(1Q+2g COS\jl)-vl 2f sin
2
\jl] + 
i [(vo+V1 COS\jf )(1Q+2g COS\jl)+ul 2f sin
2
\jl], 
2 2 2 . 2 
P2 + q2 = (u+2g COS\jl) -(2f Slll\jl) , 
so the average transverse magnetization right after the pulse is 
1t 
a 1 J(u0+u1 cos\jl)(IQ+2g cos\jl)-v12f sin
2
'1' 
Mx=2 2 d\jf, 









(r0+2g cos\jl) -(2f sin\j/)2 
-1t 
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Fig. 28 The linked-pulse period 
t:'-t T 
If {a,~) represents a linked-pulse as in Fig. 28, instead of FID, we have to 
calculate echo signal. This happens at t+~ (here assume each pulse are 
symmetric). Suppose T=n ~ , n=l,2, .... Then 
and 
so if E2n 
then 
't 
'I' = ro T = ro 2n 4, 
ro!. =~ 





) then from (31) 
e . JL. 
Mxy = Mxy E2n exp(1 2 n ) 
i 'lf/2n -i('lf-'V/2n) 
~ e + s1 e 
=E2n 
-i'I' i'I' 




Ma - _1 J Me d 
xy - 2n xy 'V · 
-1[ 
Further 
e [~cos(~)+ s 1cos('V-Jl!_2 )]+i[~ sin(Jl!_2 )-s1 sin('lf-JL)] M = E2 n n 2n 
xy n 
( r 0 + r 1 cos 'V + r2 cos 'V ) + i ( - r 1 sin 'V + 12 sin 'V) 
P2 + iq2 
P 1 = b cos(~)+ 8i cos('lf-~), 
q 1 = b sin(~2 ) - s1 sin('lf-J[_), n 2 n 
P2 = tJ + rl COS'lf + 2 COS'lf, 
q2 = -r1 sin'lf+r2sin'lf, 
the same as gradient echo SSFP, 12q1 - p1 q2 is an odd function, its integral is 
zero, so 
1t 
Ma __ 1 JP1 
xy - 2n . 
-1t 
here 
P2 + ql q2 
2 2 d'lf' 
P2 + q2 
p 1 P2+q1 q2= [(l{)COS(~)+ul COS('lf-~) )(ro+2g COS'lf)+(vosin(~)-
vl sin('V-~)) 2f sin'V] + 
i [(vQcos(~)+ VI COS('lf-~)) ( r0 +2g COS'lf )-('{)Sin(~) -
u1 sin('V-~)) 2f sin'VL 
2 2 2 . 2 




~- 2JC 2 2 d'lf 
a_ E
2
n J(u0cos(~)+u1 cos('l'-~))(1Q+2g cos'lfl)+(v0sin(~)-v1 sin('l'Tn)) 2f sin'I' 
(r0 +2g cos'lf) -(2f sin'!') 
(33) 
JC 
My= -i;- 2 2 d 'I' . 
a E
2
n f ( v0cos(fn)+v1 cos('l'-fn) Hu +2g cos"' )-('bsin(f.;)-u1 sin("'Tn)) 2f sin'!' 
(r0+2g cos1f') -(2f sinljl) 
The Eq. (33) give the linked-pulse echo's transverse magnetization. 
<3> Gradient echo's slice profile and signal intensity 
Before getting into the more complicated linked-pulse, we wrote a 
C program to test this soft pulse model on the gradient echo SSFP. The 
results provide a good verification for the soft pulse SSFP model. 
In Fig. 27, during the period from 1() to 1 · the RF and the slice 
selective gradient are on; from 0 to 1() and 1 to t, only reverse gradient is 
on. The purpose of this gradient is to rephase the dephasing along the z 
axis. We calculate the spinor (a,~) during the period from 0 to 't, and plug 
them into the Eq. (32), get the transverse magnetization Mxy. From the Mxy 
we can get the slice profile and average signal intensity. 
<<i>> Slice profile 
Fig. 29 shows how the slice profiles are affected by the reverse 
gradient. Suppose the reverse gradient' area is rg, and slice selective 
gradient's area is g. So in Fig. 29, (a) is rg=o, no reverse gradient, (b) is 
rg=tg, (c) is rg=~g, (d) is rg= ~ ~g, (e) is rg=g, and (f) is rg=; ~g. 
In the standard pulse sequence, usually rg = g. In our simulation, 
as we see in Fig. 29, when rg=g, the slice profile is the best. 
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Fig. 30 R.evers.e Gradient Effect on Signal Intensity 
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<<ii>> The average signal intensity 
When the reverse gradient's area is the same as the slice selective 
gradient's, (rg=g), not only its slice profile is the best, but also its average 
signal intensity is the strongest. 
For viewing the average signal intensity, Fig. 29 is a little 
misleading. Because its profiles only come from the amplitudes of the 
transverse magnetization vectors without considering their phases. 
If we add the transvere magnetization vectors within excited slice 
together, the average signal intensity reaches the maximum when rg=g, as 
shown in Fig. 30. 
The results of the gradient echo SSFP simulations are in good 
agreement with the theoretical and experimental knowledge we have. It 
provides a good test for soft pulse SSFP model. 
<4> Linked-pulse's slice profile and signal intensity 
One of the advantages of the soft pulse model is that we can get an 
excited spins slice profile. Based on the Eq. (33) and Fig. 28, the author 
wrote a C program to calculate the linked-pulse slice profile and the 
estimated average signal intensity. 
<<i>> Relation of slice profile and sine side lobe number 
According to Fig. 31 (fpl=fp2=10°) and Fig. 32 (fpl=-fp2=10°), 
when the side lobe number increases, the slice thickness increases, but the 
average signal intensity is almost constant. Meanwhile we notice that the 
signal in non-phase-cycled are much bigger than the signal in phase-
cycled situation. 
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<<ii>> Relation between slice profile and flip angle 
For given side lobe number = 4, Fig. 33 and Fig. 34 show that when 
the flip angle increases, the slice profile get worse, especially when flip 
angles are obtuse angles. Table 4 give some rough estimations of the 
corresponding intensity. 
From Table 4, and Fig. 35 which is based on Table 4, we can 
approximately say that the maximum signal intensity can be got in the 
non-phase-cycled situation. Although the peak value is bigger in the 
obtuse angles, but their slice profile is very poor, so they are not good 
choices. In addition, the signal of the non-phase-cycled is much stronger 
than the signal of phase-cycled, which is contrary with the hard pulse 
model. 
<<iii>> Relation of signal intensity and (Tl ,T2) 
For given fp l=fp2 and side lobe=4, Table 5 gives two group of 
simulation results based on the soft pulse model. As we see, when Tl/T2= 1, 
no matter what the values of T 1 or T2 are, the average signal intensity is 
close to constant. But when Tl/T2 increases, the signal decreases 
dramatically, as Fig. 36 shows. This result is exactly matched with the hard 
pulse model conclusion. 
This chapter give a clear picture of the soft pulse model and its 
simulation. It provides much more information than the hard pulse model. 
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Table 4 Flip angle effect on signal intensity 
fp1 fp2 intensity fp1 fp2 intensity 
10 10 0.278703 10 -10 0.023994 
20 20 0.257977 20 -20 0.04852 
30 30 0.228142 30 -30 0.073117 
40 40 0.199573 40 -40 0.097101 
50 50 0.177319 50 -50 0.119932 
60 60 0.164317 60 -60 0.140805 
70 70 0.160842 70 -70 0.162925 
80 80 0.164791 80 -80 0.179906 
90 90 0.172429 90 -90 0.187647 
100 100 0.212175 100 -100 0.199172 
110 110 0.23673 110 -110 0.201504 
120 120 0.25367 120 -120 0.198632 
130 130 0.268814 130 -130 0.194968 
140 140 . 0.281628 140 -140 0.182792 
150 150 0.288786 150 -150 0.170285 
160 160 0.298007 160 -160 0.153669 
170 170 0.311398 170 -170 0.162103 
180 180 0.294388 180 -180 0.16366 
Table 5 Tl/T2 ratio effect on signal intensity 
T1 T2 intensity 
50 50 0.274864 
100 100 0.278703 
200 200 0.279677 
500 500 0.279943 
1000 1000 0.279978 
100 100 0.278703 
200 100 0.194613 
300 100 0.155663 
400 100 0.132011 
500 100 0.115717 
600 100 0.103629 
700 100 0.094212 
800 100 0.086616 
900 100 0.080328 
1000 100 0.075016 
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Fig. 35 Flip angle effect on signal intensity 
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Fig. 36 Tl/T2 ratio effect on signal intensity 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the simulation in chapter IV and chapter V, both the hard 
pulse model and the soft pulse model agree that the spin echo SSFP signal 
intensity depends mainly on neither Tl nor T2, but on Tl/T2 ratio. This 
means that spin echo SSFP image is T l/T2 weighted, and that is its intrinsic 
feature, having nothing to do with pulse shape and time. 
Other than that, the two models sometimes get different results, 
which makes sense too. Because the hard pulse model ignores the pulse 
shape and interval, that will make some difference. With the hard pulse, 
the signal reaches the maximum value in the phase-cycled situation, and 
their flip angles are obtuse angles. With the soft pulse, that happens in the 
non-phase-cycled situation, and their flip angles are acute angles. That is 
obviously close to reality. 
Besides these differences, the soft pulse model can provide two 
more features which the hard pulse can not give: Slice profile and gradient 
manipulation. In this paper we not only calculate the slice profile with 
constant slice selective gradient, but also include the gradient reversal 
mechanism. We think that by optimizing the gradient shape and time, we 
may improve the slice profile, and that will be our next step. 
After all, although the spin echo SSFP may have relatively low 
79 
signal to noise ratio, it can well deal with the distortion from magnetic field 
inhomogeniety. 
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